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Our transport and tailboard ramps have a unique surface treatment 

that provides excellent grip and makes loading and unloading simple 

and safe. They are secured in the vehicle with our floor mounting pla-

tes and can be mounted or removed in one easy step. The perfora-

tions allow the driver to see through the folded ramp in the rear view 

mirror.

Transport and 
tailboard ramps
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Technical 
solutions 

Transport &  

tailboard ramps

Our transport and tailboard ramps are very simple to 

mount and to remove. They are designed to be as out 

of the way as possible, but if you should need to take 

them out of the vehicle anyway, it's easily done with the 

help of two simple clasps on each side of the ramp. 

In and out like lightning

Our transport and tailboard ramps have a traction sur-

face with excellent slip resistance. The perforations let 

through snow, rain and dirt and allow good rear view 

visibility in the vehicle.

All transport ramps can be easily mounted in your 

car with our floor fixing device, which attach directly 

to the floor of the vehicle. An even simpler solution is 

our adaptor plates, which fit into the vehicle’s original 

mounts and are available for a range of different vehicle 

models.* 

 Our rotating plates offer easier access to vehicle spa-

ce. On one side is a shaft to easily rotate the ramp out 

of the way. The rotating plates can be mounted directly 

to the vehicle floor or to our adapter plates. 

*Contact us for more information on current models 

and what vehicles the plates fit. 

Anti-slip and a clear view

Floor mounting plates
amps can be easily mounted in your 

oor fixing device, which attach directly 

 the vehicle. An even simpler solution is 

tes, which fit into the vehicle’s original 

available for a range of different vehicle 

mounting plates
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 Length extended (cm) Height in car (cm) Weight (kg)  Max load (kg)  Int. width (cm)

BGR 19 182 102 22 400 82

BGR 21 202 112 24 400 82

BGR 23 222 122 26 400 82

BGR 27 262 142 30 400 82

Our two-part ramps are easy to handle and fold up quickly. Our three-part ramps have a lower loading surface than our two-part 

ramps. They are longer when extended, which gives them a gentler slope.

 Length extended (cm) Height in car (cm) Weight (kg) Max load (kg) Int. width (cm)

BGR 19-3 171  67 23 400 80

BGR 25-3 235  92 28 400 80

BGR 27-3 265  102 30 400 80

BGR 33-3 325  122 35 400 80

BGR 37-3 365  135 39 400 80

Two-part ramps Three-part ramps


